
ARTH 383 section 001 Modern Architecture 

 

Mapping Project Assignments 

 

The course as a whole will collaboratively be creating a 2-layer Google Map. Dr. Bauer will 

create and share the base map and individual students will contribute points each layer of the 

map based on the following: 

 

1. Assignment 1: Individual work, Map layer 1. Map Modernist Architects from the Curtis 

textbook according to their built works. On the technology instruction day, after Dr. 

Bauer has demonstrated how to create pins and add data to the base map, individual 

students will be assigned chapters from the textbook, from which they will extract the 

names of architects referenced and plot their “locations” on the course map with a pin for 

their built works. The pin should also include some further highlighting information 

about the building in the form of an image, video, or Wikipedia/online resource link, 

accompanied by a 1 paragraph building summary written text. You need to make sure 

when you are in the ARTH 383 Modern Architecture map in google maps (logged in with 

your google account!) that you are pinning your built works to the correct layer of the 

map. You should at least label your pin with the title of the built work and the name of 

the architect. Remember to save your pin. Try not to delete other people’s pins by 

accident. Email me or come to my office hours if you have any problems with the Google 

map. For ease of grading (and for a class surprise for the last day), students should submit 

before class on 10/15 an excel spreadsheet showing their work and with the following 

columns filled out: Architect Name, Gender (F/M), Built Work Location, Built Work 

Year (begun), Title of Built Work, Description (field for the link to your image, video, 

online article, and summary text).  

2. Assignment 2: Team work, Map layer 2. Map Women Architects (not specifying 

Modernist, because women not allowed to be educated as or to practice as architects until 

the Modernist era) according to their built works. On 10/15, after class discussion of the 

first map, teams of students will be assigned decades from the modernist period, for 

which they will have to find build works by women architects and then plot the 

architects’ “locations” on the course map with a pin for their built works. The pin should 

also include some further highlighting information about the architect in the form of an 

image, video, or Wikipedia/online resource link, accompanied by a 1 paragraph bio or 

building summary written text. You should at least label your pin with the title of the 

built work and the name of the architect. Remember to save your pin. Try not to delete 

other people’s pins by accident. Email me or come to my office hours if you have any 

problems with the Google map. For ease of grading (and for a class surprise for the last 

day), students should submit before class on 12/3 an excel spreadsheet showing their 

work and with the following columns filled out: Architect Name, Gender (F/M), Built 

Work Location, Built Work Year (begun), Title of Built Work, Description (field for the 

link to your image, video, online article, and summary text). This will require more 

research because you will be building the list of women architects as you work, rather 

than drawing from the preselected list of a textbook. On the Final Exam day, each team 

will give a Lightning presentation (5 minutes) of some of the key interesting discoveries 



they made—we will discuss guidelines and questions for this final part in class at an 

earlier discussion day. 

 

Notes on setup: For part 1, I divided the textbook up into equal sections based on the number of 

students in the course (24) and then assigned them by having students pick the sections out of a 

paper bag. Everyone has to sign in to a google account to be able to edit the map—fortunately 

most students already had Gmail accounts. And only one data sheet can be uploaded per layer, so 

it was either have 48 layers or have everyone add their data points one at a time—chose the 

latter, in part because it is allowing them to search for their buildings in the map (rather than use 

GIS coordinates) and Google loads the precise street addresses and additional info when they do 

that. Google also has additional editing tools to allow searching for images/videos/etc. and 

adding multiple of those to any one pin. Pins for each layer were given a uniform appearance (a 

droplet) and then a color specific to that layer, for visual clarity. 

 


